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A winning tradition of innovation

With its unique made to measure approach to gaming design, Tableswin 
ups the stakes on any gaming session. Combining the signature comfort 
of bespoke luxury with the latest in gaming technology, our exclusive range 
offers trusted performance and smart solutions for uncompromising 
individuals and world-class casinos alike. 

At Tableswin we constantly work to stay one-step ahead of the industry, 
evolving our unique fusion of artistry, design and tech to guarantee the 
ultimate gaming experience. From anti-fraud software or digital gaming 
solutions to personalized logos on felts, balls and accessories, our mission is 
to make every gaming session the most memorable - for players and hosts 
alike. And it goes further than aesthetics - this service is born to compete. 
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Raising the bar on Arcade gaming. State-of-the-art software and crafted 
finishes enhance the contemporary design of Tableswin Arcades with 
bespoke style.

EPIC DIGITAL GAMING
Offering a select range of iconic games, the latest plug & play technology 
takes epic names into the future thanks to faster, cleaner digital performance.

360° GAMING PLEASURE
With four distinctive designs to choose from, Tableswin Arcade range plays 
on the importance of both aesthetics, smart technology and ergonomic 
design for 360° gaming pleasure.

EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN
From polished chrome or golden metal throttles to floating glass-stands 
and industrial steel casings, each Arcade defines the aesthetic role of an 
experiential design object that evokes a sense of playful competition in any 
interior.
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ARCADE

Grind Rank

Dimension:
L 64 x W 60 x H 150  cm

L 25,20 x W 23,62 x H 59,05 inches

Dimension:
L 70 x W 60 x H 150  cm

L 27,56 x W 23,62 x H 59,05 inches
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ARCADE Available Finishes
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Walnut (Polished or Matt)

RAL (Polished or Matt - any colour)

Ash (Polished or Matt)Mahogany (Polished or Matt) Oak (Polished or Matt)

WOOD

GLASS

Available
Finishes

Float Extra-clear Dark Smoked

Polished Gold

Sanded Majestic Brass

Polished Chrome

Sanded Copper Aged

Matt Gold

Sanded Bronze Aged

Matt Chrome

Sanded Peltro Aged

METAL

Soft Touch Black RAL (Polished or Matt - any colour)



HEADQUARTER

Tableswin Srl

via Borgo Zucco, 52

Tezze sul Brenta (VI)

36056

Italy

CONTACTS

+39 0424 861262

homegaming@tableswin.com

www.tables-win.com
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